In-House Partnerships

Curatorial
Conservation
Development and Membership
Imaging Services
Curatorial

Books in Special Exhibitions

Exhibition Working Groups

Surreal Photography
Walter de Maria Early Work

Exhibition Logistics Planning

Curatorial Fellows in the Library

Active Curatorial input for Acquisitions
Conservation

Conservation Library Management
HOBO Data Loggers
Library and Archives
Environmental Monitoring

Coordinated Book and Archives Care
Books prepared for Exhibition
Case by Case

Conservation Treatment

Post-Harvey Emergency Preparedness Coordination
Development & Membership

Twice-a-Year Noontime Lectures in the Library and Archives

Society Circle Curator's Choice:
Mona Hatoum/Surreal Books
Imaging Services

Bespoke Book Digitization

Exhibition Gallery Guide Digitization

JSTOR Forum Collections
Participating in the Culture of the Museum

Assisting with Special Events
  Introducing Visiting Scholars

Wikipedia Edit-aThons

Neighborhood Celebration Festivities

Family Friendly Department Promotes Family Friendly Museum
Thank you!

Lauren Gottlieb-Miller
Librarian
The Menil Collection
Houston, Texas

lgottliebmiller@menil.org